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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the assumption that the orbital or energy level of an electron can be considered as an electrode of a tunnel junction. Based on this assumption, an electrical model – equivalent circuit – for atom's emission is presented and Hydrogen atom is taken as an example. Also the line spectra of Iron and Sodium are used to verify the model.
 Keywords

Single-electron tunneling, Coulomb blockade, Bohr model, Atomic spectra, Atomic structure.

Introduction

Since 100 year, Niels Bohr suggested his model of the atom. He succeeded only in interpretation of line spectrum of single electron atoms (Hydrogen and ionized Helium) so more general model was still needed. In 1926, Erwin Schrödinger presented his famous equation which described complicated physical systems by the concept of wavefunction of the system but in many cases the solution of Schrödinger equation is not a routine process.

In this paper, we look to the atom from another point of view. The atom was considered as an electrical circuit and the measured line emission of the element is used to calculate the values of the components of equivalent circuit of the atom.

The next section investigates the analogy between the quantum tunneling of an electron through tunnel junction and transition across energy levels. In the third section, an electrical model for atom's emission is presented and the Hydrogen atom is taken as an example. The last section provides indications that the model of atom's emission may also valid for heavy atoms.

From Single Electronics to Bohr Model

Single electronics, controlling the transfer of one or few electrons along systems of small conducting particles "islands" which are separated by tunnel barriers, are promising ultralow power devices for high density integrated devices.

The field of solid state single electronics began in 1985 when Averin and Likharev apply the orthodox theory [1] on the transfer of discrete charge through energy barriers along metallic conductors separated by approximately 1 nm of insulating material, which is known as a "tunnel junction" [2]. In 1987, their theoretical work was supported by Fulton and Dolan experiments [3] when the first single electron transistor was implemented.

The physics of single electronics is based on the coulomb blockade concept. This means, to transfer one electron through a tunnel junction with capacitance C, the electron must overcome the charging energy barrier EC [4], Coulomb blockade energy, where:

EC = e2/2C (1)

The electromagnetic radiation with frequency f∼ EC /h is generated as a photoresponse of single-electron systems [5], so that the wave length λ of the emitted photons can be expressed as follows:

[image: image] (2)

Where h is the planks constant, c is the speed of electromagnetic wave in vacuum, C is the capacitance of the tunnel junction and the constant [image: image] equals 1.5477 × 10 mF-1 . The wave length λ is wavelength of the emitted photon.

If the s orbitals of energy levels are considered to be conducting spheres and the maximum values of wavefunctions of the electron |Ψ |2 – Bohr radiuses of the energy levels – are considered to be the radius of the spheres. The capacitance between two conducting concentrated spheres separated by vacuum is:

[image: image] (3)

where εo is the permittivity of the vacuum, and a and b are the diameters of the inner and outer spheres respectively. Substituting equation (3) in (2) and solving for 1/λ,

[image: image] (4)

Equation (4) is the same as Rydberg formula for Hydrogen before applying Bohr's role of quantizing the angular momentum. This means the electromagnetic wave emitted from the tunnel junction has the same wave length as the wave emitted from the atom if the electron in both cases tunnels through the same capacitance. According to this concept, equation (2) can be rewritten as follows:

[image: image] (5)

Where λij is the wave length of the emitted wave when electron "tunnels" from energy level j to i ( or the absorbed wave when electron "tunnels" from energy level i to j) and Cij is the capacitance between i and j energy levels.

The capacitance system of concentrated spheres looks like capacitors connected in series (Tunnel junctions in series in the case of atoms):

[image: image] (6)

Using equation (5), equation (6) can be rewritten as

[image: image] (7)

The last equation can be verified by finding the relations between the line spectrum wave lengths of the investigated element.

Electrical Model for Hydrogen Atom

The values of any series of line spectrum can be predicted by substituting the values of the previous series in equation (7). So the complete spectrum can be predicted if the first series is known. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed model for the Hydrogen atom (It looks like tunnel junctions turnstile). The capacitances between energy levels can be computed by substituting the first values of the line spectrum series, stated in Table 1 for Hydrogen atom, in equation (5). The capacitances C12 to C67 in Table 2 are computed directly by substituting the first terms of the series listed in Table 1 in equation (5). Equation (7) is used to compute the capacitances C78 to C11.
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Figure 1: Proposed model for Hydrogen atom.








	Series	Lyman	Balmer	Paschen	Brackett	Pfund	Humphreys
	1stterm	122	656	1870	4050	7460	12400
	2ndterm	103	486	1280	2620	4650	7500
	3rdterm	97.3	434	1090	2160	3740	5910
	4thterm	95	410	1005	1940	3300	5130
	5thterm	93.8	397	954	1820	3040	4670
	Last term	91.2	365	820	1460	2280	3280




Table 1: Line spectrum series of Hydrogen atom (wavelengths in nanometers).


	 	C (aF)
	C12	0.007854896
	C23	0.042404939
	C34	0.121154201
	C45	0.261679117
	C56	0.482006473
	C67	0.801190384
	C78	1.226311812
	C89	1.801215448
	C9    10	2.511448555
	C10    11	3.365041752
	C11	0.712016351




Table 2: The computed capacitances between energy levels of Hydrogen atom.

Iron and Sodium Electrical Models

Figure 2 shows the line spectra of Hydrogen, Helium, sodium, and Iron [6]. The first series of Hydrogen and Helium spectra do not overlap with the second one, so the complete spectra of them can be computed. But for heavier atoms, for example Sodium and Iron, the series of spectra overlap with each other.
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Figure 2: The ultraviolet and visible emission spectra of Gaseous Hydrogen, Helium, Sodium and Iron [6].







To validate our model and equations for heavy atoms, we try to find frequencies that agree with equation (7).

The obtained results are:

For Sodium [image: image]

For Iron [image: image]

These results show that equation (7) is valid for heavy atoms as it is for Hydrogen atom.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced some concepts which show that the inter-orbitals capacitance can be used to develop an equivalent circuit to the atom. For Hydrogen atom, this is completely true. Also for heavier atoms, like Sodium and Iron, some computations tell us that our direction is right but more investigations need to be done to validate the theory.

As a result of this paper, the spectrum of an element can be theoretically computed based on a part of it. The electrical model of atoms may explain some unclear phenomena of the chemical reactions.
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